The CT-09DG (Drill Gauge) is a handy addition to the range of installation tools that will allow for accurate depth control when blind hole drilling for the male clips in the Standard Range and the Low Profile Range. Giving a super fast & precise drill process, saving time and install cost.

Featuring a sealed roller thrust bearing that ensures super smooth operation, the Drill Gauge housing is made of machined aluminium, anodised red for durability.

**USE WITH:**
CT-09

**MORE INFO:**
Setout Guide TD-02, 08, 09

**APPLICATIONS**
- Where accurate depth control is required 0 to 10mm
- Standard, Low Profile and Male metal clip range

**BENEFITS**
- Accurate hole depth control
- No special skilled labour
- An allen screw secures the Gauge onto the CT-09 drill bit
- Fast installation

**INSTALLATION:** Partially exploded through section showing typical installation method